Congenital Fibrosarcoma of Foot – A case report
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Abstract

Congenital fibrosarcoma is an unusual childhood tumour, and only a few of them are pre-sent since birth. A female baby with fibrosarcoma of lower limb has been presented with surgical treatment and histopathological findings.

Introduction

Congenital fibrosarcoma is a rare soft tissue malignancy involving the extremities [1]. Histologically, they are similar to their adult counterparts but differ in their clinical behaviour. Though recurrence is common, metastases are rare and prognosis is good [1,2]. There are only four cases of childhood fibrosarcoma reported from the Indian subcontinent [3]. We report a case of congenital fibrosarcoma of the lower extremity in a newborn infant.

Case report

A preterm (35 weeks of gestation), female weighing 2.8 kg and appropriate for gestational age baby was born to a second gravida mother with a normal first child. The parents were non-consanguineous and antenatal period was uneventful. The mother did not receive any antenatal care and there was no history of any medication, radiation exposure or exanthematous illness. Child was delivered by emergency cesarean section for fetal bradycardia. At birth child did not require active resuscitation and 1 minute and 5 minute APGAR scores were 8/10 and 9/10 respectively.

Child was noticed to have a firm, non-mobile, reddish with ulcerative swelling over the right sole measuring 5X4 cm (Fig. 1). X-ray foot showed thinning of metatarsal bone with erosion. Ultrasound abdomen and cranium, ECHO heart and chest X-ray were normal. Hematological and biochemical parameters were also normal.

Fine needle aspiration cytology was done. It showed round to oval shaped cell in hemorrhagic background. No abnormal cells were seen. Our initial impression was either a sarcoma or hemangioma. The swelling rapidly increased in size over next 10 days. Open biopsy was done which was suggestive of soft tissue sarcoma. Forefoot amputation was done and histopathological examination confirmed the diagnosis. Gross pathological specimen showed skin with underlying tumor tissue. Skin was free of tumor. Tumor tissue was seen infiltrating fat, skeletal muscle, bone and cartilage. It was not involving the resected margins. Microscopic examination confirmed features of infantile fibrosarcoma with Herring bone pattern. Frequent mitosis was seen (Fig.2). Post operatively child was stable. She is on regular follow-up without recurrence (Fig. 3).

Discussion
Paediatric soft tissue sarcomas account for 7% of all childhood tumours. Congenital fibrosarcoma is a rare soft tissue malignancy, and 300 cases have been reported in the world literature.[1] The age groups affected are infants and young children under the age of five (congenital variety), and children between 10 and 15 years of age.[1,4] These tumours originate from the primitive mesenchymal tissue. There is no evidence of increased familial incidence but chromosomal analysis has revealed a non random gain of extra chromosomes, +8, +11, +17, +20 and an abnormal karyotype 48,XY, 11 and 20q. These tumours affect children under the age of five with a male preponderance. Clinically, they present with a rapidly enlarging swelling in the soft tissue. Commoner sites of involvement are the extremities, head, neck, trunk, and retroperitoneum. They may be asymptomatic initially or may show symptoms because of local invasion. The local complications include ulceration, haemorrhage and infection.

**Fig. 1:** Ulcerated soft tissue swelling arising from sole of Right foot

**Fig. 2:** Post-operative photograph after partial amputation of right foot.

**Fig. 3:** Photomicrograph showing Herring-bone pattern and myxoid areas with increased mitotic figures suggestive of Infantile Fibrosarcoma. [H & E stain 200X]
These tumours are rapidly growing and are known to attain large sizes. Antenatal or postnatal ultrasound usually shows a poorly circumscribed, heterogenous and vascularised soft tissue mass, which grows very rapidly and causes deformity of the anatomical region involved. Sometimes it causes polyhydramnios. Rest of the fetus is usually normal.

Histologically, the tumours bear a close resemblance to fibrosarcoma in adults, having anaplastic spindle-shaped cells arranged in a herring bone pattern, however, some of the striking features are uniform, well-oriented fibroblasts, scattered round cells, and chronic inflammatory cells like lymphocytes. Multinucleated giant cells are rare. Mitotic figures are a common feature. Rich vascular areas may be seen.

The tumour needs to be distinguished from the richly cellular but benign form of fibromatosis and other types of soft tissue sarcomas like embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma, synovial sarcoma and neurofibrosarcomas.

Treatment is wide local excision or amputation. Chemotherapy and radiotherapy are reserved for unresectable tumours and for recurrences or metastases. Congenital fibrosarcoma has an excellent prognosis. Chung and Enzinger reported a 5-year survival rate of 84% in a series of 53 cases [2]. One case of spontaneous regression of congenital fibrosarcoma is reported.[7]

There are higher metastatic and mortality rates for axial lesions, indicating a more aggressive behaviour. The relatively benign course of such tumours may be due to a significantly lower proliferative index coupled with enhanced apoptosis. The favourable clinical course and biological features of congenital-infantile sarcomas have raised a question about its nomenclature as sarcoma rather than a borderline tumour.[5,6]
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